THE LIST OF PREPARED TALKING POINTS. WINTER EXAM (TERM 5, YEAR 3)

1. Describe your time of study with BSU, speak on our university.
2. Being a student is not always easy. Do you agree? What is being a student for you?
3. Taking exams is an important part of studies. Share your ideas on how to pass them successfully.
4. Work is the daily grind we can’t do without. What are the reasons for people to work? How has the nature of work changed during the last centuries?
5. Speak on your ideal working conditions. What kind of work would you like to have?
6. Interviewing for a job. How to shine at a job interview. Describe your job interview.
7. Getting a job (advertisements, job description, applying, interviewing etc.)
8. Career prospects for language students
9. We all need a change of scenes. But why do people travel? What are your reasons for travelling?
10. Travelling by train. Advantages and disadvantages.
13. My holiday of a lifetime / The holiday that turned out to be a disaster.